
Oligopoly & Game Theory FRQ Practice  KEY  
1) Assume there are two interdependent private taxi companies:  ACDC Taxi & Clifford Taxi.  They both provide 

transportation services in the same city.  Following a reduction in costs (labor & gas) that affects both companies, each 

company must decide whether to lower its fare or maintain its fare.  In the payoff matrix is below, the first entry in each box 

indicates the daily profit to Clifford Taxi and the second entry indicates the daily profit to ACDC Taxi.  Both companies know 

all the information in the matrix. 

  ACDC Taxi  

  Maintain Fare Lower Fare 

 

 

 

Clifford Taxi 

 

Maintain Fare 

 

 

$140,   $150 

 

$120,  $110 

  

Lower Fare 

 

 

$130,  $120 

 

$150,  $100 

a) What is ACDC Taxi’s Dominant Strategy in this situation?  Why? 

1) Mr. Clifford Explains answer to practice question #1 in 3 Minutes 

a) ACDC Taxi’s Dominant Strategy is to Maintain Fare.  ACDC comes out ahead if both maintain fares $150 > $120 and when 

Clifford lowers fares $110 > $100  

b) What is Clifford Taxi’s Dominant Strategy in this situation?  Why? 

b) Clifford Taxi has No Dominant Strategy.   Clifford only comes out ahead if fares are maintained:  $140 > $130.  If both 

lowered fares, Clifford would make more ($150>$120) but ACDC has no incentive to lower fares.  Clifford is forced to react to 

ACDC’s prices, hence they have no dominant strategy. 

c) Assume the companies do not cooperate and make their fare decisions simultaneously.  What will the firms do? 

c) Both will Maintain Fare…this is the “Nash Equilibrium” 

 

2) Assume there are two interdependent private bus companies:  Rankin Wheels & Roadway.  They both provide 

transportation services in the same city.  Each company must decide whether have its busses leave early or late.  In the payoff 

matrix is below, the first entry in each box indicates the daily profit to Roadway and the second entry indicates the daily profit 

to Rankin Wheels.  Both companies know all the information in the matrix. 

  Rankin Wheels  

  Early Late 

 

 

 

Roadway 

 

Early 

 

 

$1000,   $900 

 

$950,  $850 

  

Late 

 

 

$750,  $650 

 

$700,  $800 

a) In which market structure do these firms operate? Explain. 

a) Oligopoly because there are two firms in the market and their actions are interdependent 

 

b)If Roadway chooses an early departure, which departure time is better for Rankin Wheels? 

b) Rankin will also choose to depart EARLY because $900 > $850 

 

c) Identify the dominant strategy for Roadway. 

c) Dominant Strategy for Roadway is EARLY because $1000 > $750 and $950 > $700 

 

d) Is choosing an early departure a dominant strategy for Rankin Wheels? Explain. 

d) NO, early departure is not always good for Rankin.  If Rankin chooses a late departure they are better off than 

Roadway $800 > $650 

 

e) If both firms know all of the information in the payoff matrix but do not cooperate, what will be Rankin Wheels 

daily profit? 

e) $900.  Since Roadway will always choose early, this means Rankin will earn $900. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOEbJF0k8vM&list=PL6EB232876EAB5521&index=9


 

  Dee’s Pizzeria  

  Enter Stay Out 

 

 

 

Patrick’s Pie 

 

Advertise 

 

 

$50,   $-2 

 

$175,  $0 

  

Do Not Advertise 

 

 

$150,  $15 

 

$100,  $0 

3) Patrick’s Pie is currently the only pizzeria in College Town.  It can either advertise or not advertise.  Dee’s Pizzaria is 

contemplating whether to enter or stay out of the College Town market.  Each pizza establishment independently and 

simultaneously makes its decision.  The payoff matrix above shows the profits for each combination of decisions and both 

firms have complete information.  The first entries in the payoff matrix are Patrick’s profit and the second entries are Dee’s 

profit. 

 

a) What actions maximize the combined total profits for Patrick’s Pie & Dee’s Pizzeria? 

a) Dee Stays Out & Patrick Advertises.  Total Profit = $175 

 

b) Based on your answer to (a), does either Patrick’s Pie or Dee’s Pizzeria have an incentive to cheat on this combination of 

actions that maximize the combined total profit?  Explain using numbers from the matrix for each pixzzeria. 

b) Neither has incentive to cheat.  If Dee would cheat, she would go from $0 to -$2 and if Patrick cheats he would 

go from $175 to $100 

 

c) Does Patrick’s Pie have a dominant strategy?  If so, what is it? 

c) No.  Patrick’s best actions depends on Dee. 

 

d) Identify the Nash equilibrium or equilibria actions for this game. 

d) Nash Equilibrium = Either Dee Stays Out & Patrick Advertises OR Dee Enters & Patrick Does Not Advertise 

 

 

e) Ignoring antitrust considerations, suppose that Patrick pays Dee’s Pizzeria $20 if Dee “Stays Out”. 

 

i) Redraw this matrix including players, actions and payoffs showing how Patrick’s Pie payment to Dee affected the 

payoffs. 

i) New Matrix: 

  Dee’s Pizzeria  

  Enter Stay Out 

 

 

 

Patrick’s Pie 

 

Advertise 

 

 

$50,   $-2 

(no change) 

 

$155,  $20 

($20 from Patrick to Dee) 

  

Do Not Advertise 

 

 

$150,  $15 

(no change) 

 

$80,  $20 

($20 from Patrick to Dee) 

 

 

 

 

ii) Identify the Nash equilibrium for the new matrix. 

ii) New Nash Equilibrium = Dee Stay’s Out & Patrick Advertises (optimal outcome for both firms) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


